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Mark Warner 
Committee Clerk 
Select Committee into Local Government 
Legislative Council, Parliament House 
4 Harvest Terrace 
West Perth WA 6005 

Dear Mark 

PARLIAMENTARY INQUIRY INTO LOCAL GOVERNMENT 

CITYOF ~t~ 
BUNBURY 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment to the Select Committee Inquiry into Local Government 
in response to the following terms of reference: 

1. Whether the Local Government Act 1995 and related legislation is generally suitable in scope, 
construction and application; 

2. The scope of activities of Local Governments; 
3. The role of the Department of State administering the Local Government Act 1995 and related 

legislation; 
4. The role of Elected Members and Chief Executive Officers/employees and whether these are clearly 

defined, delineated, understood and accepted; 
5. The funding and financial management of Local Governments; and 
6. Any other related matters the Select Committee identifies as worthy of examination and Report. 

It is obvious that there is some overlap between the above scope and the ongoing review of the Local 
Government Act 1995 (the Act); to this extent I have enclosed copies of the City's two previous submissions 
in this regard, which the Committee may find appropriate to consider in relation to the scope above. 

Local governments provide democratic representation and a range of services to their respective 
communities that often transcend the traditional notion of roads and waste collection, and now include a 
far greater focus on areas such as recreation, community development, events, and in some cases, even 
medical services. 

Local government taking on new or expanded roles in service delivery is typically as a result of gaps left by 
other spheres of Government reducing their service delivery, or of more recent times, due to community 
pressure for local government to step into a particular space. Generally speaking, the State government 
should not impose legislative responsibilities onto local government without giving due consideration to 
the provision of resources to undertake new tasks. 

Notwithstanding the current review of the Act, the City considers that the legislative framework governing 
local government is generally appropriate and the general competence powers principle is supported. 

At present, the role of Council as defined in section 2.7 of the Act is largely generic, and the application of 
the Act for each local government is restricted to outcomes within its boundaries; that is, there is no 
mechanism to take into consideration the broader regional context when making decisions. 
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As an example, the City of Perth Act 2016, section 4(a)(ii) recognises the important role that the City of 
Perth plays in representing the broader Perth area and the State of Western Australia. Further, section 
8(1)(f) states that one of the objects of the City of Perth is to initiate and promote the continued growth 
and environmentally sustainable development of the City of Perth and ensure its continued role as a thriving 
centre of business with vibrant cultural and entertainment precincts, while enhancing and protecting its 
natural environment and having due regard to the flow-on impact on the Perth metropolitan area 
(emphasis added underlined). 

It is suggested that having regard for the broader community when local governments make key strategic 
decisions is something that should be expressed within the "Role of Council". This could be achieved as part 
of a broader expansion of the "Role of Council", to recognise that the demands on local governments have 
grown significantly since the inception of the 1995 Act. 

A specific example as to why this may be beneficial could be a local government considering the 
construction of a major sporting centre. If done in isolation with no due regard as to whether surrounding 
local governments might be considering similar developments, this could result in unnecessary duplication, 
ultimately to the financial detriment of ratepayers and the broader community of both the local 
governments. 

Furthermore, the City also suggests that consideration be given amending the legislation to facilitate the 
provision of recurrent funding from the State Government to assist ratepayers support regional facilities 
such as convention/entertainment centres, art galleries, museums, libraries and the like. At present, there 
are many examples of local governments whose ratepayers solely fund facilities such as those mentioned 
that benefit the broader region, with no financial assistance provided from either the State or those 
surrounding local governments which also derive a benefit. 

On a similar note, there are also numerous examples of funding inequity from State to local government for 
similar facilities. As an example there are some local governments that have facilities such as an 
entertainment centre that receive full operational funding from the State, yet others operate similar 
facilities with little or no funding from the State. 

In relation to the role that the Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries (the 
Department) has in administering the Act and related legislation, the City supports WALGA's recent State 
Council position relating to the current review of the Act as follows: 

1. Support the continuance of the Department of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries as a 
direct service provider of compliance and recommend the Department fund its capacity building role 
through the utilisation of third party service providers; and 

2. Call on the State Government to ensure there is proper resourcing of the Department of Local 
Government, Sport and Cultural Industries to conduct timely inquiries and interventions when 
instigated under the provisions of the Local Government Act 1995." 

It is the City's observation that, over several years, the resources provided to the local government function 
of the Department have diminished, compromising the Department's ability to provide timely responses to 
industry issues and the provision of its advisory service. This is no way intended to be a criticism of the 
knowledge and dedication of Officers' within the department, but rather the State Government's 
commitment to adequately fund the Department to fulfil its capacity building, regulatory and compliance 
mandate. 

In terms of the role of Elected Members and Chief Executive Officers/employees and whether these are 
clearly defined, delineated, understood and accepted, the City believes that the Act does already clearly 
define the role of a Councillor, as it does the role of Chief Executive Officer. However, elements that are not 
necessarily as well understood by the broader community include the difference between the strategic role 
of the Council and the Administrative role of the Chief Executive Officer, which can also be extended to a 
lack of understanding between Council and Councillor. 
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Contrary to some community understanding, individual Councillors, (including the Mayor/President) have 
very little power as individuals, with the power and authority existing as a member of a Council making 
formal decisions at a legally constituted Council meeting. This can be exacerbated where some individuals 
are elected on a particular mandate to make certain changes, which may not be achievable if not aligned 
with the wishes of the Council as a collective. Of recent times there has been some disquiet in the media 
about local government, and it is possible that this could be the result of a misalignment between the 
public understanding of the role of individual Councillors, and their actual role defined in the Act. Education 
and promotion of the industry could be facilitated by the Department, which relates back to previous 
comments made regarding Departmental resourcing. 

Regarding financial management and funding, the removal of constraints for local governments to have the 
ability to raise revenue is an important success factor for an improved system of local government in 
Western Australia. I have previously made comment about funding inequities that exist between some 
local governments, and the City's earlier submissions into the current review of the Act have articulated 
concerns regarding rating exemptions for charitable purposes. 

The City supports a model where all land owners contribute to rates, at least to the level of a minimum 
contribution. The City has previously written to the State Government expressing concern at the cost shift 
from State to Local Government as a result of the WA Government leasing properties to charitable 
organisations where the WA Government was previously paying rates. The overarching philosophy 
underpinning this position relates to all properties being consumers of local government services and 
infrastructure, so it seems incongruous to have a situation whereby two properties next door to each other 
see one paying rates and the other being exempt. 

If every land owner was required to pay rates, the existing ability for individual local governments to offer 
rate concessions via a Council determination could be applied on a case by case basis in lieu of the current 
exemption provisions. 

Thank you again for the opportunity to provide comment in this regard, and should you have any queries 
please don't hesitate to contact me on 9792 7031. 

Kind Regards 

MJ Mal) Osborne 
~ IEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 

Enc 
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Enquiries: 
E-Mail: 

fi(OB) 9792 7031 
records@bunbury.wa.gov.au 

23 October 2019 

Mr James McGovern 
Manager Governance 
WA Local Government Association 
PO Box 1544 
WEST PERTH WA 6872 

Dear James, 

CITY OF SUNBURY SUBMISSION - REVIEW OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT ACT 

CITYDF. 
BUNBURY 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment on the current review of the Local Government Act 
1995 (the Act). The City of Sunbury (the City) provides this submission to the WA Local Government 
Association (WALGA) on behalf of Council, who endorsed the content herein at its ordinary meeting held 
on 17 October 2017. The City understands that WALGA wil l use this information to help inform its 
position before the matter is formally considered by State Council in December 2017. 

In providing comment, the City has broadly followed the proposals detailed in the Discussion Paper 
produced by WALGA in this regard, as well having included some of its own suggestions as to possible 
amendments to the Act that would benefit the local government industry. 

In general terms, the City welcomes the review of the Act, and supports comments made by the Minister 
for Local Government (the M inister) that the review will focus on modernising local government, as well 
as improving service de livery to the community. 

Local and Statewide Public Notice (s.1.7 and 1.8) 

The City welcomes the opportunity to modernise the requirements of giving public notice of particular 
matters, as prescribed in the Act. The Minister has indicated an intention to deal with this by making 
information available online, as opposed to the current requirements for print media. 

It is already common practice within the local government industry to place statutory public notices on 
official websites, despite there being no legislated requirement to do so. 

Expand the Role of Council (s2. 7} 

At present, the role of Council as defined in section 2. 7 of the Act is largely generic, and the application 
of the Act for each local government is restricted to outcomes within its boundaries; that is, there is no 
mechanism to take into consideration the broader regional context when making decisions. 

As an example, the City of Perth Act 2016, section 4(a)(ii) recognises the important role that the City of 
Perth plays in representing the broader Perth area and the State of Western Australia. Further, section 
8(1)(f) states that one of the objects of the City of Perth is to initiate and promote the continued growth 
and environmentally sustainable development of the City of Perth and ensure its continued role as. a 
thriving centre of business with vibrant cultural and entertainment precincts, while enhancing and 
protecting its natural environment and having due regard to the flow-on impact on the Perth 
metropolitan area (emphasis added underlined). 
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It is suggested that having regard for the broader community when local governments make key 
strategic decisions is something that shou ld be expressed within the "Role of Council" as defined within 
the Act. This could be achieved as part of a broader expansion of the "Role of Council", to recognise that 
the demands on local governments have grown significantly since the inception of the 1995 Act. 

A specific example as to why this may be beneficial could be a local government considering the 
construction of a major sporting centre. If done in isolation with no due regard as to whether 
surrounding local governments might be considering similar developments, this could result in 
unnecessary duplication, ultimately to the financial detriment of ratepayers and the broader community 
of both the local governments. 

Furthermore, the City also suggests that consideration be given amending the legislation to facilitate the 
provision of recurrent funding from the State Government to assist ratepayers support regional facilities 
such as convention/entertainment centres, art galleries, museums, libraries and the like. At present, 
there are many examples of local governments whose ratepayers solely fund facilities such as those 
mentioned that benefit the broader region, with no financial assistance provided from either the State or 
those surrounding local governments which also derive a benefit. 

Elected Member Training {new proposal} 

The City notes previous WALGA State Council resolutions opposing any legislative change that would: 

l. Require candidates to undertake training prio r to nominating for election; 
2. lncentivise Elected Member training through the fees and allowances framework; or 
3. Mandate Elected Member training. 

The City supports WALGA's position in this regard. 

In the event that mandatory training was to be legislated, the City considers: 

1. There should be no retrospectivity, ie. it should only be applied to first time Elected Members; 
2. There should be appropriate recognition of prior learning (RPL); 
3. Training should be completed within the first 12 months of office; and 
4. That penalties for non-completion of training be a reduction in fees and allowances payable. 

Stand Down when Contesting State or Federal Election {new proposal} 

Currently under the Act, there is no requirement for an Elected Member to either stand down or take 
leave of absence if they are a candidate for a State or Federal election. If elected to Parliament the 
Elected Member is immediately ineligible to continue as an Elected Member. Currently it is up to an 
individual Elected Member to determine if they wish to take a leave of absence. 

The City supports any amendment to the Act that would require an Elected Member, when contesting a 
State or Federal election, to either: 

l. Be prohibited from participating in an decision-making capacity of the Council, namely attending 
Council and Committee meetings; or 

2. Take a leave of absence from all aspects of their role as an Elected Member. 

It is suggested that either of the above could apply from the issue of Writs for the relevant election. 
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Extraordinary Vacancies (Division 6 of Part 2) 

At present, if a sitting Councillor is elected by the electors to the office of Mayor or President, an 
extraordinary vacancy occurs pursuant to section 2.32(f). The vacancy created by that Councillor being 
elected to the office of Mayor or President can only then be filled at an extraordinary election. 

It is suggested that where an ordinary election is required (ie more candidates than vacancies), that the 
vacancy created by virtue of the sitting Councillor being elected to the position of Mayor or President be 
filled by the candidate who records the next highest number of votes in that election. 

Control of Certain Un vested Facilities (s.3.53} 

The Act includes provisions, under section 3.53, that have been carried forward from section 300 of the 
former Local Government Act 1960. Former Section 300 stated: 

300. A council has the care, control, and management of public places, streets, ways, bridges, 
culverts, fords, ferries, jetties, and drains, which are within the district, or, which although not 
within the district, are by this Act placed under the care, control, and management, of the 
council, or are to be regarded as being within the district, except where and to the extent that 
under an Act, another authority has that care, control, and management. 

Section 3.53 refers to infrastructure as an 'otherwise unvested facility', and is defined to mean "a 
thoroughfare, bridge, jetty, drain, or watercourse belonging to the Crown, the responsibility for 
controlling or managing which is not vested in any person other than under this section." 

Section 3.53 places responsibility for an otherwise unvested facility on the local government in whose 
district the facility is located. Lack of ongoing maintenance and accreting age has resulted in much 
infrastructure falling into a dilapidated state. This, together with the uncertain provenance of many of 
these facilities, particularly bridges, can place an unwarranted and unfunded burden on local 
governments. 

The City supports the deletion of section 3.53 of the Act, and that responsibility for facilities located on 
Crown Land return to the State as the appropriate land manager. 

Tender Threshold (Reg. 11 local Government {Functions and General) Regulations 1996} 

The City supports an increase to the tender threshold from $150,000 to $250,000, which is consistent 
with the State Government tender threshold . This would allow better responsiveness by local 
governments when procuring relatively low value goods and services. 

It must be noted that any purchases up to the tender threshold are already governed by a local 
governments purchasing policy developed under regulation 11A, which ensures probity in all facets of 
procurement up to the tender threshold. 

Regional Subsidiaries 

The Act was amended in late 2016 to enable local governments to establish regional subsidiaries. The 
Local Government (Regional Subsidiaries) Regulations 2017, which were enacted in early 2017, contain 
significant restrictions that limit flexibility, and reduce the benefits of the regional subsidiary model. 

In particular, the regulations prevent regional subsidiaries from borrowing from any organisation other 
than a constituent local government, entering into a land transaction, or commencing a trading 
undertaking. 
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The City supports legislative change that would enable regional subsidiaries to: 

1. Borrow in their own right; 
2. Enter into land transactions; and 
3. Undertake commercial activities. 

Conduct of Postal Elections (s.4.20 and 4.61) 

Currently, the WA Electoral Commission has a legislatively enshrined monopoly on the conduct of local 
government postal elections. 

The City of Bunbury supports any change to legislation that would also allow the Australian Electoral 
Commission and local governments to conduct postal elections, thus making the process more 
competitive and removing the current monopoly. 

Attendance at Council Meetings by Telephone (s.5.25 and Reg. 14A) 

The City supports an amendment to the legislation to clarify the definition of a "suitable place" to allow 
participation under this provision when an Elected Member is outsid_e the state of Western Australia. At 
present the application of the Land Administration Act 1997 when defining a "townsite" or "suitable 
place" restricts participation to within Western Australia only. 

Electors' General Meeting (s.5.27) 

The Act currently requires a general meeting of electors be held each financial year. There is adequate 
provision in the Act for the public to participate in local government matters and access information by 
attending meetings, participating in public question time, lodging petitions, and requesting special 
electors' meetings. 

Accordingly the City supports any amendment to legislation that does not make meetings of electors 

mandatory. 

Special Electors' Meeting (s.5.28) 

The City supports an amendment to section 5.28 to preclude the calling of a special meeting of electors 
on the same issue within a 12 month period, unless Council determines otherwise. 

Gifts and Contributions to Travel (s.5.82 and 5.83) 

The current gift provisions in the Act are very confusing and overly prescriptive. The City supports 
WALGA's position in advocating for the following through the Department of Local Government's Gift 
Working Group: 

1. That there only be one section in the Act for declaring gifts; remove declarations for travel. 
2. That there be no requirement to declare gifts received in a genuinely personal capacity. 
3. That gift provisions apply only for Elected Members and CEO's. Other staff should be covered 

under the local government's Codes of Conduct. 
4. That only gifts above $500.00 need to be declared. 
5. That there be no defined categories of notifiable or prohibited gifts. 
6. That there be exemption for electoral gifts received that relate to the State and Commonwealth 

Electoral Acts. Therefore, Elected Members who are standing for State or Federal Parliament will 
only need to comply with the State or Federal electoral act and not declare it as a Local 
Government gift. 
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Revoking or Changing Decisions (Reg. 10 local Government (Administration) Regulations 1996} 

Regulation 10 of the Local Government (Administration) Regulations 1996 provides a mechanism for the 
revocation or change to a previous decision of Council. It does not however, contain any provision 
clarifying that the provisions do not apply to Council decisions that have already been implemented. 

At present, this regulatory deficiency is managed admin istratively (through Standing Orders), but 
warrants an appropriate legislative amendment to assist in clarifying the rights of an Elected Member 
seeking a revocation or change. 

Local Government (Rules of Conduct) Regulations 2007 

The City supports the implementation of official conduct legislation to govern the behaviour of Elected 
Members. It is suggested that the General Principles of Behaviour outlined in regulation 3 of these 
regulations wou ld be an appropriate starting point. 

Rating Exemptions- Charitable Purposes (s.6.26(2)(g)) 

Exemptions under this section of the Act have extended beyond the original intention and now provide 
rating exemptions for non-charitable purposes, which increase the rate burden to other ratepayers. 
There may be an argument for exemptions to be granted by State or Federal legislation, with examples 
including exemptions granted by the Commonwealth Aged Care Act 1997, as well as group housing for 
the physically and intellectually disabled which is supported under a government scheme such as a 
Commonwealth-State Housing Agreement or Commonwealth-State Disability Agreement. 

The City fully supports previous WALGA State Council positions on this matter, namely: 

1. That the Act be amended to clarify that Independent Living Units should only be exempt from 
rates where they qualify under the Commonwealth Aged Care Act 1997; and 

2. That either: 
a. the charitable organisations section of the Act be amended to eliminate exemptions for 

commercial (non-charitable) business activities of charitable organisations; or 
b. that a compensatory fund for loca l governments be established, similar to the pensioner 

discount provisions, if the State Government believes charitable organisations remain 
exempt from payment of local government rates. 

Basis of Rates (s.6.28} 

The method of valuation of land to be used as the basis of rating in Western Australia is either: 

• Gross Rental Va lue for predominantly non-rural purpose; or 
• Unimproved value of land for rural purposes. 

These are the only two methods available under the section 6.28 of the Act in Western Australia. Eastern 
State local governments can elect to rate on one of the following options: 

1. 'Site Va lue - levy on the unimproved value of land only and disregards the value of buildings, 
personal property and other improvements; 

2. Capital Value - value of the land including improvements; 
3. Annua l Value - rental value of a property (same as GRV). 

The City supports the examination of the limitations of the current methods of valuation of land in 
Western Australia, with a view to exploring other alternatives. 
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Differential Rates (s.6.28 and 6.33) 

It is noted that concern has previously been raised by metropolitan local governments at the amount of 
vacant land remaining in an undeveloped state for an extensive period of time and holding up 

development opportunities. 

The City supports any amendment to the current legislative provisions in relation to differential rating to 
enable a differential rate to be applied on the basis of the length of time a property has remained in an 

undeveloped state. 

Exemption from AASB 124 (Reg. 4 Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996) 

Regulation 4 of the Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996 provides a mechanism 
for an exemption from the Australian Accounting Standard. Regulation 16 is an example of the use of this 
mechanism, relieving local governments from the requirement to value land under roads. 

The City supports an amendment that would allow an exemption from the implementation of AASB 124 
'Related Party Transactions' due to the current provisions in the Act on declarations of interest at 
meetings and in Primary and Annual returns. This is regarded as providing appropriate material 
declaration and disclosure of interests associated with function of local government. 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comment in this regard, and should you have any queries 
please do not hesitate to contact me directly on 9792 7031. 

"Jiill~ 
M~-ifN1al) Osborne A( NG CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER 
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ClTY Of 

2019 Review of Local Government Act 

Phase 2 Submission 



Overview 

This submission has been prepared following Elected Member consultation at a workshop held on 
Thursday 28 February 2019. More specifically, discussion centred around the 9 key topic areas that 
were summarised in a City of Bunbury discussion/position paper provided to Elected Members in 

January 2019. 

The intent of the discussion/position paper was to facilitate discussion and input from Elected 
Members into each of the 9 topic areas of the Phase 2 review, and to ultimately establish an agreed 
position on each aspect of the review, which will enable a final submission to be drafted for 

consideration by Council. 

Accordingly, this submission has been prepared as an extension of the aforementioned paper, with 
the City's position and any recommendations being presented at the end of each of the 9 topic areas 

within this document. 

It is also noted that as well as City of Bunbury submission, Elected Members are at liberty (and 
encouraged) to make individual submissions into any of the 9 topic areas, which can be done on line 
at: https ://www. d lgsc. wa.gov. a u/loca I government/ strength en i ng/Pages/LG-Act-Review. as px 

Background 

In 2017 t he McGowan Government announced a review of the Local Government Act 1995. This is 
the first significant reform of loca l government conducted in more than two decades. The objective 
is for Western Austra lia to have a new, modern Act that empowers local governments to better 

de liver for the community. 

Phase 1 of the review commenced in November 2017, with a discussion paper seeking public 
submissions by March 2018. The key topics covered in Phase 1 of the review included: 

• Better preparing Council members; 
• Standards of behaviour and gifts; 
• CEO recruitment and performance management; 

• Information availability; and 

• Administrative efficiencies. 

In June 2018, amendments were made to the Local Government (Audit) Regulations 1996 and the 
Local Government (Financial Management) Regulations 1996, which amended audit and financial 
reporting requirements for local government as part of the transition of audit oversight to the 
Auditor General. More recently, legislation was passed to expand the powers of the Minister to 
suspend or dismiss an individual Council member. 

Further reforms resulting from the Phase 1 review will be introduced to Parliament as a Bill in early 

2019. These reforms will include: 

• The introduction of universal training for Council members and election candidates; 

• A single code of conduct that will apply to Council members and candidates; 

• A streamlined approach to gifts; and 
• Modernised public notice requirements that reflect contemporary communication 

practices. 
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The Phase 2 review commenced in September 2018, with 9 topic areas being the target of this phase 
of the review as follows: 

• Beneficial enterprises; 

• Financial management; 

• Rates, fees and charges; 

• Adminis,rative efficiencies - local laws; 

• Council meetings; 

• Interventions; 

• Community engagement - integrated planning and reporting; 

• Complaints management; and 

• Elections. 

Topic Area 1: Beneficial enterprises 

In addition to the regulatory functions provided, local governments also provide a broad array of 
services to the community which can have a commercial orientation for example: gymnasiums, 
pools, parking facilities, childcare facilities, sport complexes, caravan parks and regional airports. 

While these activities provide services to the community, they also add to the complexity of the local 
government's business structure and recordkeeping. In some cases, these services are large enough 
to be carried on as an individual business in their own right. 

The local government sector has been requesting that it be given additional powers to form 
independent corporations. These entities could be used to manage a local government's existing 
business activity or pursue new commercial opportunities. 

What powers to WA local governments currently have? 

Currently under the Local Government Act 1995 (the Act), local governments have two options for 
forming independent corporate bodies: 

• Regional local governments; and 

• Regional subsidiaries. 

A local government cannot form or take part in forming, or acquire an interest giving it the control 
of, an incorporated company or any other body corporate other than a regional local government or 
a regional subsidiary. 

What can local governments do in other jurisdictions? 

Each jurisdiction has developed a different framework. In Queensland and Victoria the business or 
trading activities undertaken by local governments are called beneficial enterprises. Below is an 
overview of the powers to create a beneficial enterprise in each jurisdiction. 
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Jurisdiction Ability for a local government to form a beneficial enterprise 

New South Wales • A local government can form with the Minister's consent. 

Victoria1 • A local government can: 

o be a member of a corporation; 

o participate in the formation of a corporation; 

o acquire shares in a corporation; and 

o appoint people to be a Director(s) on a Board (if applicable}. 

Queensland • A local government can enter into a: 

o Partnership (although not an unlimited partnership); 

o Corporation limited by shares (not listed on the stock exchange); 

o Corporation limited by guarantee (not listed on the stock exchange); and 

o Another association of persons that is not a corporation. 

South Australia • A local government can: 

o Establish a business; or 

o Participate in a joint venture, trust, or partnership. 

Jurisdiction Ability for a local government to form a beneficial enterprise 

Tasmania • A local government can form or participate in a: 

o Corporation; 

o Partnership, trust or other body; 

o Company limited by guarantee; or 

o Project or activity for the purpose of raising revenue. 

• The consent of the Minister is required if: 

o the proposal exceeds $250,000 or 5% of the 
local government's annual rate revenue; or 

o the proposal requires the council to borrow money if they have 
total borrowings exceeding 30% of its general revenue. 

Local governments in New Zealand also possess the power to form corporations known as Council 
Controlled Organisations (CCOs), these are designed to serve a far broader role than the role that 
local government corporations serve in Australia. Under New Zealand legislation, a CCO: 

a) May be formed by an individual local government. 

b) Can pursue any purpose, including purely commercial activities which have no connection to 

a local government purpose. 

c) Does not require any consent from the Government. 

d) Debts cannot be guaranteed by the local government. 

e) May be partially owned by private shareholders. 

f) Is subject to financial scrutiny by the Auditor General. 

New Zea land has a two-tier system of government, meaning local governments provide and manage 
services which are usually done by Australian State and Territory governments, for example water 

utilities and public transport. 
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What are the opportunities for reform? 

The local government sector through the Western Australian Local Government Association 
(WALGA) has long advocated to be able to establish corporate entities that are independent of the 
local government and which operate under normal company law. These entities would be able to 
deliver projects and services needed by the community, for example leisure centres, waste 
management, regional airports, and land development/urban renewal projects that would otherwise 
not be undertaken by the private sector. 

WALGA's proposed Council Controlled Organisations (CCO) scheme is similar to the New Zealand 
scheme and includes: 

• A CCO may be formed by one or more local governments; 

• An existing business can be converted into a CCO; 
• One (or more) local governments must have a controlling share; 
• A CCO will be regulated by the applicable company law to the corporate structure adopted 

(including the relevant taxation regime); 

• CCOs will be required to produce an annual report; 
• The local government will be required to refer to the CCO in their annual report; 

• Directors are to be appointed based on their skills, knowledge and experience (not just 
because they are an elected or staff member of the local government); 

• There is to be a minimum of three Directors/Trustees regardless of the corporate structure 
adopted; 

• A CCO can borrow money from a commercial lender, Western Australian Treasury 
Corporation or from a shareholder local government; and 

• ACCO will be audited by the Auditor General. 

ACCO cannot: 

• Be used for core functions (for example regulatory functions). 

A local government cannot: 

• Provide a guarantee or security for the debts of a CCO; 
• Lend money to the CCO unless on market terms (including transaction costs); or 

• Provide any financial advantage (for example, subsidised fees, charges and rates). 

Prior to creation a local government must: 

• Consult widely (community consultation framework is currently being considered as part of 
the Act Review); and 

• Prepare Business Plan. 

The Business Plan will provide the: 

• Rationale for its creation; 

• Commercial objectives to be achieved; and 
• Key financial and risk parameters under which it will operate. 

Considerations 

1. Competition with the private sector. National Competition Policy (NCP) principles do not 
apply to non-business and non-profit activities. Local governments wishing to establish a 
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beneficial enterprise for commercial activity would be required to assess whether the 
proposed beneficial enterprise will impinge on the NCP principles. 

This would require the local government to assess if the activity they intend to undertake is 
firstly, a business activity, opposed to a regulatory or governance activity and then if the 
business activity is a significant business activity. 

2. Financial risks. The initial funding for the establishment of the beneficial enterprise will be 
borne by the local government, and therefore the ratepayers. A beneficial enterprise that is 
conducting an activity such as providing services to the community is likely to be doing so at 
a loss. This will consequently require continued injections of capital from the local 

government. 

While an argument is sometimes made that this enterprise may be able to provide services 
more efficiently, it will also be subject to the full range of rates and taxes and will have 
higher finance costs than a local government which can borrow from the Western Australian 

Treasury Corporation at subsidised rates. 

A beneficial enterprise that is established to conduct a commercial activity will still need 
financial support from the local government during the start-up phase. All commercial 
activity is subject to a risk of failure. The higher the possible returns, the greater the risk that 
these will not be achieved. A failed enterprise will reflect badly on the local government 
that established it and could have wider effects on the community. 

3. Which local governments should have the ability to form a beneficial enterprise? Beneficial 
enterprises are complex and present risks to the council and ratepayers. With the need to 
obtain legal and financial advice there are significant costs to establish such an organisation. 
There is also the question of what funding will be provided to the enterprise to enable it to 

operate. 

City of Sunbury Position - Beneficial Enterprises 

The City of Bunbury broadly supports changes to legislation that would enable the forming of 

independent corporations that could be used to manage a loca l government's existing business 

activity or pursue new commercial opportunities. The City recognises the current powers within the 

Act to form a regional local government or a regional subsidiary are inadequate in that they don't 

allow the entity to operate under normal company law. 

In supporting legislative change t o facilitat e the above, t he City is fully supportive of the introduction 

of stringent control and accountability mechanisms to ensure probity and transparency in this 

regard, including some form of external approval t o est ablish t he entity (possibly Minist erial), as well 

as audit oversight by the Office of the Auditor General. Given that est ablishing an independent 

corporation would come with risk, there should also be further regulation as to which loca l 

governments can form such entities, including a combination of SAT band positioning, and risk 

assessment undertaken by the Department of Local Government. 
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Topic Area 2: Financial management 

To deliver services efficiently and effectively, local governments must be prudent users of public 
funds. Local governments must be transparent and accountable while striking a balance between 
community expectations and the practical limitations of revenue and expenditure. There are a 
number of accountability measures in place to provide financial oversight of local governments, 
including: 

• The Office of the Auditor General, which is taking responsibility for local government audits 
following the introduction of the legislation in 2017. 

• The requirement to give public notice for rates and other financial matters. 

• Publication of annual reports (it is proposed to make these available online). 

Investments 

The Act allows local governments to invest surplus funds but places restrictions on local 
governments from making some investments for example, investing in bonds that are not 
guaranteed by a Commonwealth, State or Territory government. Many local governments hold 
significant amounts in cash reserves, including those obtained through development contributions. 
To ensure the public receives the benefits of these reserves, local governments need to invest these 
funds wisely. 

Investments - opportunities for reform 

The current approach to regulating investments was introduced after the Global Financial Crisis 
(GFC) when multi-million-dollar losses were suffered by a number of local governments who had 
invested in Collateralised Debt Obligations (CDOs) with Lehman Brothers. In 2016, the Department 
of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries conducted a review of the investment 
restrictions, and found that the provisions did not have their intended effect with the types of 
investments prohibited not necessarily correlating to risk. 

1. One way to resolve this situation could be for the introduction of a requirement for local 
governments to have an investment policy which addresses risk and would need to be 
regularly reviewed. 

2. A tiered approach to investments could also be introduced. Tier one investments would 
incorporate low risk and be subject to minimal regulatory oversight. Tier two investments 
would require additional due diligence such as the development and approval of investment 
plans by the department or another regulator. 

Local governments have the power to borrow money or obtain credit. They do not need to seek 
external approval to borrow, although financial indicators, including a debt service ratio, must be 
reported in their annual report allowing monitoring of their indebtedness. Local governments are 
restricted in that their borrowings may be secured only by giving security over their income from 
general rates or untied government grants. 

Debt - opportunities for reform 

Local governments are currently restricted from using anything other than income from general 
rates or untied government grants as security. Removing these restrictions may increase the 
legitimacy of borrowing as a financial management tool and serve to reduce the stigma associated 
with local government debt. 
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Some local governments have contended that they should be permitted to secure funds using their 
assets. Local governments have suggested that 'commercial' assets such as property and 
infrastructure like airfields could be used to secure loans at competitive rates. 

Procurement 

Currently, local governments are required to have a purchasing policy addressing contracts to supply 
goods and services where the value is expected to be under $150,000. Contracts over this amount 
are required to be via public tenders, unless an exemption applies, for example, using the WALGA 
preferred supplier scheme or an Australian Disability Enterprise. Local governments can also 
establish a panel of pre-qualified suppliers, after issuing a public invitation to join the panel. 

The local government sector has long advocated for raising the threshold where public tenders must 
be advertised due to the time and effort required to go through the tendering process. This must be 
balanced with the need to provide confidence for suppliers and the community that value for money 
is being obtained. High profile breaches of tendering rules have reduced this confidence. Concern 
regarding procurement practices is one of the major sources of community complaints to the 

department. 

It is widely acknowledged, including by the Commissioner of the Corruption and Crime Commission, 
that procurement is an area vulnerable to corruption. It is important that any reforms to 
procurement take into account the risks associated with using public money and opportunities for 

unethical behaviour. 

Procurement - opportunities for reform 

1. Align local government procurement rules with State Government. State government 
procurement rules are set by the State Supply Commission under its own legislation. State 
government agencies must receive written quotations for expenditure up to $250,000 (for 
goods or services not on the Common Use Arrangement (CUA) and open tender for 

contracts exceeding that amount. 
2. Set tender threshold rules based on a local government's average annual expenditure. 

Under this approach, local governments would be required to advertise for tenders for 
goods, services and capital works with an anticipated value that is greater than a set 
percentage of that local government's average annual operating expenditure over a set 

number of years. 
3. Another approach could be to set the tender threshold based on an assigned band. 
4. The regional price preference encourages governments to use locally sourced suppliers 

allowing local governments to assess a tender from a regional supplier as if the price bids 
were reduced. The maximum permitted regional price preference to a regional tenderer is 
up to 10% for goods and services or 5% for building services up to a maximum price 
reduction of $50,000. Under State government tendering rules, the maximum permitted 

regional price reduction is $250,000. 

Both local government and the Regional Chamber of Commerce and Industry have called for 
the cap to be increased in line with the State government limits and Local Government 
Professionals Australia WA have suggested that it should apply to all services. 

Annual Reporting 

Currently, local governments are required to prepare an audited financial statement annually in 
accordance with the Australian Accounting Standards as modified by the Act and regulations. 
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Local governments in Western Australia calculate and publish seven financial ratios in their annual 
financial statements. Financial ratios are increasingly used across Australia as an important 
performance indicator for public sector entities, including local government. 

Across Australia, local governments are required to calculate and publish different ratios. The lack of 
consistency makes the comparison of financial performance across local governments around the 
country more complex. Likewise, methods of valuation used to calculate ratios under the 
International Valuation Standard can vary, which means that ratios are a guide or indicator rather 
than a definitive account of financial health. 

In Western Australia, benchmarks for the seven ratios that local governments must report on were 
set in departmental guidelines published in 2013. While these benchmarks are not legislated, these 
benchmarks are used to inform the department's risk management approach means that they are of 
considerable interest to local governments. 

Annual Reporting - opportunities for reform 

Altering the financial ratios that local governments are required to calculate and report may improve 
awareness and understanding of local government financial performance. 

City of Bunbury Position - Financial Management 

The Cit y of Sunbury strongly advocates that restrictions on investment for local government remain 
in place. Many local governments hold significant amounts in cash reserves, and it is considered 
prudent for restrictions to remain in place for these funds to only be invested in low risk instruments 
that have been guaranteed by a Commonwealth, State or Territory government. This will help to 
limit the exposure to risk as experienced during the GFC, w hen multi-million-dollar losses were 
suffered by a number of loca l governments who had invested in Collateralised Debt Obligations with 
Lehman Brothers. 

The City is in support of the tender threshold being raised to an amount that is consistent w ith State 
Government ru les (currently $250,000). 
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Topic Area 3: Rates, fees and charges 

Local governments impose rates to raise revenue to fund the services and facilities. The quantum of 

rates payable is determined by three factors: 

1. the method of valuation of the land; 
2. the valuation of the land; and 
3. the rate in the dollar applied to that valuation by the local government. 

Each property in Western Australia is assigned a method of valuation which is either the unimproved 
value or gross rental value. The Local Government Act 1995 (the Act) specifies that a property used 
for rural purposes is rated as unimproved value (UV) and a property used for non-rural purposes will 
be rated as gross rental value (GRV). In practical terms, land used predominately for residential 

purposes is generally classified as GRV. 

A review of the method of valuation of land is currently being undertaken by the Valuer General's 
Office. Once this review is completed and amendments proposed, the relevant provisions in the Act 

will be examined, in line with any submissions received. 

Rate exemptions 

The Act provides that all land is rateable unless it is listed as exempt. Not all land owners are 
required to pay rates. Other than land used or held by the Crown (State Government) for a public 
purpose, a local government or a regional local government, exemptions from rates apply to: 

• Land used or held exclusively for churches (religious bodies); 

• Land used or held exclusively for schools; 

• Land used exclusively for charitable purposes; 

• Land vested in trustees for agriculture or horticultural show purposes; 

• Land owned by Co-operative Bulk Handling Limited (CBH); and 

• Land exempted by the Minister for Local Government. 

The City has previously written to the State Government expressing concern at the cost shift from 
State to Local Government as a result of the WA Government leasing properties to charitable 
organisations where the WA Government was previously paying rates. 

Exemptions - charitable organisations 

One of the more contentious exemptions is for 'land used exclusively for charitable purposes'. The 
meaning of 'land used exclusively for charitable purposes' is not defined in the Act and differing 
interpretations of the meanings of 'charity' and 'charitable purposes' have continued to prove 
challenging across all levels of government in Australia. None of the approaches result in the 
satisfaction of all parties and reforms result in winners and losers. 

In Western Australia the meaning of what constitutes 'land used exclusively for charitable purposes' 
has been the subject of several key decisions by the State Administrative Tribunal. These decisions 
have been a matter of contention for the local government sector as exemptions have been 
provided to facilities for aged care even when residents are paying market rates for the individual 
housing within an estate, and to industry associations because they have a training arm. 

Charitable organisations - opportunities for reform 
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Other than requiring everyone to pay rates, reforms to the charitable organisation exemptions hinge 
on clarifying who is or isn't eligible to receive a rates exemption. For example: 

1. Should exemptions be extended to commercial (non-charitable) business activities? 
2. Shou ld certain categories of ratepayers, for example independent living units, would only be 

exempt from rates where they qualify under the Commonwealth Aged Care Act 1997? 
3. Is clarification needed that land is not used exclusively for charitable purposes if the land is 

used as a residence and is exclusively occupied by persons, including a caretaker? 

City of Bunbury Position - Rates, fees and charges 

The City of Bunbury supports a model where all land owners contribute to rates, at least to the level 
of a minimum contribution . The City has previously written to the State Government expressing 
concern at the cost shift from State to Local Government as a result of the WA Government leasing 
properties to charitable organisations where the WA Government was previously paying rates. The 
overarching philosophy underpinning this position relates to all properties being consumers of local 
government services and infrastructure, so it seems incongruous to have a situation whereby two 
properties next door to each other see one paying rates and the other being exempt. 

If every land owner was required to pay rates, the existing ability for individual local governments to 
offer rate concessions via a Council determination could be applied on a case by case basis in lieu of 
the current exemption provisions. 
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Topic Area 4: Council meetings 

Council meetings are the mechanism by which council makes decisions. To ensure transparency 
council meetings are held in public, although certain matters can be heard behind closed doors. 
Council meetings also provide an opportunity for public question time. The Local Government Act 

1995 (the Act) establishes the framework for council meetings. 

Public question time 

Public question time is an important opportunity for people to interact with their council and is seen 
by many in the public as a way to apply scrutiny and rigour to council decision making. 

Public question time - opportunities for reform 

In order to engage a greater number of ratepayers in council meetings, it may be necessary to alter 

the way the public interact with elected members. 

l. Technology may present a way for question time to be modernised. For example, using 
email or social media as a means of accepting questions may foster greater community 
interaction, strengthen inclusivity and increase the utility of public question time. 

2. As a means of encouraging public engagement and promoting transparency, a period of time 
allowing members of the public to address council without asking a question could be 

introduced? 

Remote attendance 

Council members may attend council meetings remotely in specific circumstances. To gain approval 
for remote attendance, the person (unless they have a disability) must be located in a council
approved place in a townsite that is at least 150 km from the meeting venue. A council is also not 
permitted to have members attend remotely for more than half of the meetings in a given financial 

year. 

Remote attendance - opportunities for reform 

Expanding the instances in which remote attendance is allowed, by altering or removing the distance 
and/or townsite requirements, will help to ensure that local issues are heard and voted on by all 
elected members and mirror the rules for many commercial and not-for-profit boards. 

General electors meetings 

A general meeting of the electors of a district is to be held once every financial year. The purpose of 
the annual electors' meeting is to discuss the contents of the annual report and any other general 

business. 

General electors meetings - opportunities for reform 

The local government sector has long called for the requirement to hold a general electors' meeting 
to be scrapped on the basis that very few members of the community attend and that there are 
other opportunities to ask questions of council. Annual electors' meetings are not required in any 
State or Territory other than Western Australia. 

Special electors meetings 
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Special electors' meetings may be called if a sufficient number of people within a district request 
one. The current requirement to call a meeting is either 100 electors or 5% of the total number of 
electors, whichever is less. These meetings are usually called by electors to discuss an issue affecting 
the district however, they do not guarantee any action or outcome that binds councils. These 
meetings provide an opportunity for people to have their say but may be unhelpful due to the 
potential for conflict between the council and electors. 

Special electors meetings - opportunities for reform 

Special electors' meetings are not held in Victoria, New South Wales or South Australia and are held 
in varying circumstances in other States. None of the States that provide for special electors' 
meetings allow for the public to call such a meeting. In Queensland, the mayor and CEO may decide 
to call a special electors' meeting, whilst in Tasmania a special meeting may be convened by the 
mayor. This only takes place at the request of three or more councillors. As electors' meetings are 
hardly used in other States, this may imply that these meetings are not essential to the functioning 
of local government. 

To ensure that special electors' meetings are called only when necessary, the threshold of electors 
required to call a meeting could be raised. Increasing the number of electors required from 100-to 
500 may assist in preventing unnecessary meetings. In order to prevent numerous meetings on an 
issue, a requirement that a meeting cannot be held to discuss the same issue more than once in a 12 
month period could be introduced. 

City of Bunbury Position - Council meetings 

The City of Bunbury broadly supports any legislative changes that improve public participation in 
local government democracy. This cou ld include regulations to modernise the manner in which 
public questions can be submitted at Council meetings, however there is a view that retaining t he 
need to be physically present at the meeting to ask the question/s should remain, which helps to 
ensure a commitment from the person wanting to ask the question. 

The City supports changes to regulations to include setting aside time at a Council meeting for public 
statements, as long as time restrictions or similar were also included. The requirement to hold a 
general electors meeting once a year should also be retained, as this allows the community to 
present motions to Council that may not ordinarily be considered. Similarly, the number of 
signatures required to hold a special electors meetings should also remain unchanged, although the 
City suggests changes to regu lations that wou ld specify timeframes around the purpose of these 
meetings. Specifically where a matter (purpose) has been considered by a Specia l Meeting of 
Electors and subsequently Counci l, that topic shou ld not be able to be the subject of another Specia l 
Meeting of Electors for a defined timeframe (possibly 12 months) . There have been examples in 
recent years where several Specia l Meetings of Electors have been ca lled over a short period all in 
re lation to a single topic/issue. 

In terms of remote attendance at meetings, the City supports changes that wou ld expand the 
definition of a townsite, to include places outside of Western Australia (but not overseas). 
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Topic Area 5: Administrative efficiencies 

Distinguishing red tape from vital checks which ensure our government acts in a fair manner, 
members of the community are protected, and that everyone abides by the law can be difficult. 
Accountability measures that go too far can become regulatory burdens that create unnecessary 
costs that outweigh their compliance benefits. 

Local governments in Western Australia vary considerably in respect to their capacity to raise 
revenue and their expenditure. For example, the combined operating budget of the State's 40 
smallest local governments is less than the annual operating expenditure of the State's largest local 

government. 

The Act currently treats all local governments the same, regardless of their size and capacity. 
Through their peak bodies, the local government sector has long advocated for amendments which 
provide a tailored approach to local government governance to allow for the differences in capacity 
that are found across the State. 

Local Government Grants Commission and Local Government Advisory Board 

The Grants Commission provides advice and makes recommendations to the Minister for Local 
Government on the amount of Commonwealth Financial Assistance Grants paid to local 
governments each financial year. In order to receive Commonwealth funding, a Local Government 

Grants Commission must be established. 

The Local Government Advisory Board is established under the Local Government Act, which makes 
recommendations to the Minister for Local Government on proposals to change local government 
boundaries, wards and councillor numbers. 

Grants Commission and Advisory board - opportunities for reform 

Could the two be combined? The composition of the grants commission and the advisory board are 
somewhat similar, in that the skills and knowledge required to be appointed as a member of either 
of these bodies is an in-depth knowledge and experience in the local government sector. This 
knowledge and experience enables members to consider the appropriate factors, weigh the 
information before them and provide the appropriate recommendations to the Minister. 

While the duties and responsibilities of the grants commission and the advisory board are different, 
the composition and selection of board and commission members is similar: 

• The grants commission has five members with three members selected from names 
provided by the Western Australian Local Government Association (WALGA). These 
represent the metropolitan area, country cities and towns, and rural shires. 

• The advisory board has five members with one nominated by Local Government 

Professionals WA and two by WALGA. 
• Both have an independent chair appointed by the Minister and a departmental member 

who acts as the deputy to the chair. 

Other potential synergies exist. Having substantial knowledge of the grants program may assist with 
the consideration of ward and boundary reviews and knowledge of the latter may assist with 
deliberations about grant funding. Both bodies are already supported by the same team within the 

department. 
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A similar review was recently undertaken by South Australia which resulted in their grants 
commission being given responsibility for the assessment of local government boundary changes. 
Similar changes could be implemented in Western Australia if it was determined to be efficient, 
effective and appropriate to do so. 

Delegations - alignment of legislation 

Over 170 pieces of Western Australian legislation prescribe a power or duty for which local 
government is responsible. 

The legislative framework that informs the mandatory and discretionary decision making roles 
undertaken by local government, including how legislation assigns decision making to local 
governments and statutory offices is complex and varied. 

Every piece of legislation includes a specific statutory process to enable local governments to pass 
on decision making powers and duties, and this process differs substantial ly between different 
legislation. In some instances the legislation provides an express power to the CEO to sub-delegate, 
in others a Council resolution is specifica lly required. Local Governments spend considerable time 
ensuring that the correct statutory process for delegation and sub-delegation is undertaken, as if 
not, the decisions made by a delegate can be called into question. 

The opportunity to contribute to greater efficiency, effectiveness and ultimately improve service 
outcomes for communities is the goal of local government in regard to decision making. The 
inconsistency in statutory processes to pass on decision making powers and duties creates an 
environment that often complicates and unnecessarily delays administrative decisions required to 
carry out day to day duties expected of local governments. 

Disposal of property 

Section 3.58 of the Local Government Act outlines the process for the disposal of property, with 
regulations further detailing when properties may be exempt from the process outlined in 3.58, and 
more specifically, where a property has already been through a public auction or tender process. 

It is contended that marketing a property through a licenced real estate agent, where anyone can 
apply to buy/lease the property should be included in the definition of a public auction or tender. 

City of Sunbury Position - Administrative efficiencies 

The City of Sunbury supports the merging of the Local Government Grants Commission and the 
Local Government Advisory Board. The composition of the grants commission and the advisory 
board are somewhat similar, i~ that the skills and knowledge required to be appointed as a member 
of either of these bodies is an in-depth knowledge and experience in the local government sector. 

This knowledge and experience enables members to consider the appropriate factors, weigh the 
information before them and provide the appropriate recommendations to the Minister. Both 
bodies are already supported by the same team within the department. 

The City also advocates for changes to the property disposal provisions. Section 3.58 of the Loca l 
Government Act outlines the process for the disposal of property, with regulations further detailing 
when properties may be exempt from the process outlined in 3.58, and more specifically, where a 
property has already been through a public auction or tender process. 

It is contended that marketing a property through a licenced real estate agent, where anyone can 
apply to buy/lease the property shou ld be included in the definition of a public auction or tender. 
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By way of example, the City recently purchased a building within the CBD as it was considered a 
strategic site. The City is currently looking to lease the property, which is being marketed through a 
licensed commercial real estate agent and where any person can apply to lease. There will need to 
be a Council decision to lease the property (disposal), but it will require the City to advertise the 
details publicly which may put off potential lease holders and jeopardise what could be the best 

outcome for the City and its ratepayers. 

The City also seeks assurance that the State Government will not continue to add to the "red tape 
burden" of local governments, by the continual addition of roles, responsibilities and requirements 
being foisted onto local government through either the Local Government Act or other legislation. 
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Topic Area 6: Interventions 

The Local Government Act 1995 (Act) provides means to regulate the conduct of local government 
officers and council members and sets out powers to scrutinise the affairs of local governments. 

There is a community expectation that the misconduct of local government officers and 
organisational dysfunction and governance issues within local governments are dealt with 
appropriately. This is achieved through balancing the ability of the State Government to intervene in 
local government matters and enabling local governments to operate as autonomous bodies in 
managing their own operations and affairs. 

Taking an approach which enables the department to work in partnership with local governments 
has the potential to improve good governance and performance across the local government sector, 
and strengthen local government capacity. Reforms could also enable the department to be more 
flexible in investigating matters and enforcing the Act. 

Complaints process 

A person who suspects that a council member has committed a breach of the Act may make a 
complaint to their local government or to the department, depending on what type of breach the 
complaint relates to. If a person believes that a council member has committed a minor breach (i.e. 
contravened a rule of conduct or local law relating to meeting procedures), he or she may make a 
complaint to the complaints officer of the local government. The complaints officer is then 
responsible for referring the minor breach complaint to the Local Government Standards Panel. 

A person may make a complaint about a serious breach (i.e. a council member committing an 
offence under a written law) to the Director General. The Director General then decides how the 
matter should be dealt with, including w hether it is appropriate for the matter to be referred to the 
State Administrative Tribunal (SAT) . 

Complaints process - opportunities for reform 

An amendment to the Act could be made to simplify the process of making a complaint so that both 
minor breach and serious breach complaints are to be made to the Director General who then 
decides how the complaints should be dealt with. This could also include removing the CEO of the 
local government from the process, whom is currently placed in an invidious position given the 
relationships between Council and the CEO. 

Improper use of position 

A council member must not make improper use of his or her office as a council member to gain 
directly or indirectly an advantage for themselves or any other person, or to cause detriment to the 
local government or any other person. 

Improper use of position - opportunities for reform 

An amendment to the Act could be made to include an "improper use of position" offence which 
applies to CEOs and employees of a local government, and former CEOs and employees. This would 
ensure that CEOs and employees do not escape liability for improperly using their position, 
especially in situations where the conduct of the individual does not fall within the jurisdiction of the 
Corruption and Crime Commission or the Public Sector Commission. 

Harmonisation 
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The Act allows authorised local government persons (e.g. rangers) to, among other things, require 
suspected offenders to provide their personal details, examine veh icles, and arrest people if they 
give false information or obstruct the officer from performing their duties. Authorised persons are 
also given powers to issue infringement notices and commence prosecutions. 

Harmonisation - opportunities for reform 

Since 1995, major reforms have been made to the Criminal Investigation, Criminal Procedure and 
Road Traffic legislation, which means that certain powers contained within the Act do not represent 
current "best practice". Accordingly, to modernise the Act, the harmonisation of the powers and 
procedures shou ld be undertaken so that they are consistent with similar powers and procedures in 

other legislation. 

City of Sunbury Position - Interventions 

The City of Bunbury supports changes to the complaints processes whereby complaints are made 
directly to the Department of Local Government. This could simplify the process of making a 
complaint so that both minor breach and serious breach complaints are to be made to the Director 
General who then decides how the complaints should be dealt with. This could also include 
removing the CEO of the local government from the process, whom is currently placed in an 

invidious position given the relationships between Counci l and the CEO. 

The City also supports reforms that would harmonise legislation with the Local Government Act 
(Act) . Since 1995, major reforms have been made to the Criminal Investigation, Criminal Procedure 
and Road Traffic legislation, which mean that certain powers contained within the Act do not 
represent current " best practice". Accordingly, to modernise the Act, the harmonisation of the 
powers and procedures should be undertaken so that they are consistent with similar powers and 

procedures in other legislation. 

The City also supports changes to legislation that includes an " improper use of pos it ion" offence, 
which could apply to CEOs and employees of a local government, and former CEOs and employees. 
This wou ld ensure that CEOs and employees do not escape liability for improperly using their 
position, especially in situations where the conduct of the individual does not fa ll within the 
jurisdiction of the Corruption and Crime Commission or the Public Sector Commission. 
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Topic Area 7: Elections 

Elections are a fundamental part any democracy. An election should be transparent and deliver 
governance that represents the values and views of the community. Local government elections give 
communities a direct voice. It is the primary means of holding local governments to account and 
ensure representation that is reflective of our many diverse communities. 

Historically, voter turnout in local government elections is significantly low compared to other 
jurisdictions. In most local government elections less than one-third of eligible electors cast a vote. 
This places a question over how well the council represents the interests of the entire community 
they represent. 

Issues that need consideration around voting in local government elections are focused towards 
increasing voter turnout, ensuring we have adequate community representation guiding our local 
government decision making processes and increasing community engagement with their local 
governments. The more voices contributing to our local democracies, the more accountable and 
reflective they will be. 

Compulsory voting - opportunities for reform 

It is a requirement of every elector to cast a vote in both State and Federal elections throughout 
Australia, but this same requirement does not extend to all local government elections. In Western 
Australia, voting in a local government election is not compulsory. 

Western Australia, South Australia and Tasmania do not compel people to vote in local government 
elections. On the other hand, Victoria, New South Wales, Queensland and the Northern Territory do 
have compulsory voting for local government elections. 

Historic voter turnout in local government elections in Western Australia is significantly low with 
only 34.2% of eligible voters casting a vote in the 2017 ordinary elections. This raises the question as 
to how reflective local government councils are of the communities they represent. 

Introducing compulsory voting for local government elections would ensure greater turnout in 
elections. However, there may be little desire for such a change to occur from the broader 
community as it would impose an obligation on electors that was not there previously. 

Method of voting (first past the post) - opportunities for reform 

The current voting method for local government elections in Western Australia is first past the post 
(FPP). Simply put: the person with the most votes win. FPP is inconsistent with the voting method 
applied at both a State and Federal level where preferential voting is required. 

FPP can often lead to outcomes that do not adequately represent the community's preferences with 
many successful candidates being elected without a clear majority of votes. For example, a 
successful council candidate can be elected even though they may only receive 8% of the total votes 
cast or a successful mayoral/presidential candidate may receive significantly less than 51% of total 
votes cast. 

While changing the voting method has been applied to the Western Australian local government 
sector previously, it was not wholly supported by the sector. Having an optional preferential voting 
system for electors could be seen as an adequate compromise. 

Method of voting (in-person/electronic voting) - opportunities for reform 
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Each local government can choose to conduct an election as either an 'in-person' election or as a 
'postal' voting election. Postal voting has increased voter turnout in local government elections but 
not to the point that reflects State and Federal election turnout. 

Electronic voting is touted as an alternative to traditional voting methods where the voter records 
their vote digitally (on a computer) rather than marking a ballot paper and lodging it at a polling 
booth or via post. Online voting is seen as convenient, more efficient and, in the long term, more 

cost effective. 

Online voting has not been adopted widely principally due to concerns with the integrity of voter 
registration, the casting and scrutiny of votes and the high costs in establishing and conducting 

elections online. 

Changing the election cycle - opportunities for reform 

Western Australia is the only jurisdiction that holds council elections every two years, with 
nominations sought for half of a council's positions at each election. In all other jurisdictions, council 
elections tend occur every four years, in line with the election cycle of their respective State 

Governments. 

Having elections every two years was intended to provide greater continuity on council and provide 
greater accountability by enabling the public to more regularly have a say through elections. 
However, the current two-year cycle creates additional costs for every local government and has 
been argued to contribute to voter fatigue which leads to fewer people voting. One alternative is to 
hold elections every four years offset with State Government elections. 

Number of Council members - opportunities for reform 

The number of council members within a local government is set upon the establishment of said 
local government and may be varied by the Minister following a recommendation of the Local 
Government Advisory Board. The number of council members across the State's local government 
varies from six to 15, with the most common number being nine. 

With the great variability in population across local government districts, the number of elected 
representatives per elector varies greatly. Explicitly linking population to councillor numbers could 
result in greater consistency across the State and more equal representation throughout all 

jurisdictions. 

Election of Mayor/President - opportunities for reform 

Mayors and shire presidents can either be elected by the community or elected by the elected 

council body. 

• If the mayor/president is elected by the council body, the council itself can decide to have 

the position elected by the community. 
• If the mayor/president is elected by the community, only the community can decide to 

change back to having the position elected by the council body via a referendum. 

The direct election of a mayor/president can increase public confidence and strengthen the role in 
the eye of the community. However, the popular election of mayors/presidents has been linked to 
greater politicisation, instability and friction on council itself, especially when elected on a single 

issue. 
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Determining a consistent method of election for a mayor/president would result in more equal 
representation throughout all jurisdictions. 

Wards - opportunities for reform 

Wards are intended to ensure that all parts of a district are fairly represented. While councillors are 
only elected by voters in a ward, they must represent and make decisions that are in the best 
interests of the entire district. 

Fifty-four of the 137 local governments currently have wards, including 19 of the State's 20 most 
populous local governments. The least populated local government has a population of 
approximately 100 people and is split into two wards. 

Wards reduce the overall pool of candidates and reduce the total number of votes required to be 
elected. Statistically, there is little or no correlation in Western Australian local government elections 
between wards and voter turnout. 

In 2017, one local government which has no wards, had 31 candidates contest seven positions on 
council. In this election the candidate who received the most votes received under 10% of the total 
vote. In the same year, the successful candidate in a different local government became a council 
member after receiving 12 of the 13 valid votes lodged in their district's ward. 

Electoral donations/gifts - opportunities for reform 

Currently, donations/gifts received or promised to a candidate from six months prior to an election 
until three days after the election for unsuccessful candidates and up to the start day for financial 
interests for people elected to council must be publicly disclosed. 

There is also the requirement for donors to disclose their donation/gift given to candidates. These 
rules are intended to provide greater transparency of political donations and deter corruption. 

The rules regulating the acceptance and declaration of election donations and non-election gifts 
differ considerably. In addition to different monetary thresholds for the declaration of gifts, different 
rules exist for the process and time line for declaration. 

One option is to, where practicable, align the two gift frameworks to achieve greater consistency in 
what gifts must be declared, the timetable for declaration and how these gifts must be reported. 

Following earlier consultation, a proposal for a revised approach to gifts has been announced by the 
current State Government, requiring council members to declare gifts valued at $300 or more 
received in their official capacity. This does not, however, apply to candidates who are not council 
members. A revised aligned framework would achieve greater consistency and reduce confusion. 

Donor declarations - opportunities for reform 

Donors as well as recipients are currently required to declare gifts they provide or promise to 
candidates. This was introduced as an added incentive for disclosure. The requirement for donors to 
declare gifts also exists in New South Wales. 

This has been viewed as a duplication of the requirement placed on election gift recipients and is 
inconsistent with the rules for non-election gifts. Requiring donors to declare gifts may strengthen 
transparency; however, it can be argued that the benefits are limited by the lack of a requirement to 
publish the declarations by donors. 
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City of Sunbury Position - Elections 

The City of Bunbury makes the following points regarding potential electoral reform: 

• The City supports compulsory voting being introduced for local government elections; 

• The City's preference is to retain first past the post voting as the method of voting for local 

government elections, due to its simplicity; 

• The City would support the introduction of online voting for local government elections, 

particularly if compulsory voting is not introduced. Online voting should also assist in 

reducing the cost of an election; 

• The City supports the removal of the monopoly that currently exists for the WA Electoral 

Commission to undertake postal elections. Local governments should also have the ability to 

manage their own on line elections should the introduction of on line voting be supported; 

• The City supports retaining the current 2-year election cycle, as this helps to maintain some 

continuity on the Council; 

• The current review mechanisms that are in place for varying Elected Member numbers are 

appropriate, so the City doesn't support any change that would standardise Elected Member 

numbers based on population; 

• The City doesn't support any legislative change for there to be a consistent method in which 

to elect a Mayor or President, however it would support changes to the legislation that 

make it simpler for the change to be made; 

• The City believes that individual local governments should be able to make 

recommendations/determinations to the Advisory Board around Wards, as typically it would 

be difficult to apply a one size fit's all model based solely on, for example, population; 

• The City support any legislative change that would provide consistency between the 

electoral gift provisions and the broader gift provisions for local government; 

• The City supports the requirement for electoral donors to also have to make a declaration of 

a gift as well as the gift recipient. This will help ensure full transparency. 
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Topic Area 8: Complaints management 

Local governments deal with many complaints each year. Complaints are an important way for the 
management of an organisation to be accountable to the public. If not handled well, complaints can 
lead to a significant breakdown in trust and can spill over into other areas of the local government's 
operations. 

When complaints are not effectively dealt with by the local government, complainants may take 
their complaint to the Ombudsman. The Ombudsman is an independent officer of Parliament with 
the responsibility to investigate the actions of public authorities including local governments. 

What is a complaint? 

To be able to effectively categorise and manage complaints there needs to be a common 
understanding of what constitutes a complaint. The Australian/New Zealand guidelines for 
complaints management in organisations defines a complaint as an: 

"expression of dissatisfaction made to or about an organisation related to its products, 
services, staff or the handling of a complaint where a response or resolution is explicitly or 
implicitly expected or legally required." 

A complaint is not a request for information about council services, a request for action or feedback 
or suggestions from the public about council's services and administration. 

It is essential to have policies and procedures in place to deal with a complaint well from when it is 
first received. 

What are the opportunities for reform? 

There is currently no legislative requirement for local governments in Western Australia to have 
complaint handling processes. According to research conducted by the department, almost 50% of 
local governments in Western Australia either have no, or very limited, documented complaints 
handling processes. Furthermore, many local governments do not have easily accessible complaints 
handling processes which impact a local government's commitment to transparency and 
accountability. 

The City currently deals with complaint processes through its Customer Service Charter. 

A legislative requirement for complaints management may encourage local governments to adopt 
and actively work on better complaints management. The Australian/New Zealand Standard for 
complaints management in organisations recommends that organisations should implement a 
complaints management system. 

The standard states that an organisation should establish an explicit complaints management policy 
setting out its commitment to the effective management of complaints. The policy should be 
supported by procedures dealing with how the complaints will be managed by the organisation, who 
will be involved in that process, and their roles. In South Australia, the legislation sets out the 
minimum procedures that local governments must address, whereas in Queensland the legislation 
simply provides that local governments must have written policies and procedures that support 
complaints management. 

All local governments could be required to adopt the Standard, including the following key 
requirements: 
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• The adoption of a clear definition of complaints in line with the standard. 
• Policies and procedures that clearly set out how the local government handles complaints, 

for example providing t imeframes and requiring a person independent of the initial matter 

to be responsible. 
• Provisions for how complaints are to be resolved and for when matters are referred to an 

external body, for example the Ombudsman. 
• A requirement for local governments to make their policies and procedures available on 

their website. 

City of Bunbury Position - Complaints management 

Consistent with its response in t opic area 6 - Interventions, the City of Bunbury supports changes to 
the complaints processes whereby complaints are made direct ly to the Department of Loca l 
Government. This could simplify the process of making a complaint so that both minor breach and 
serious breach complaints are to be made to the Director General w ho then decides how t he 
complaint s should be dealt with. This could also include removing the CEO of t he local government 
from the process, whom is currently placed in an invidious position given the relationships between 

Council and the CEO. 

Further, the City wou ld also support changes that would see standardised complaint handling 
procedures introduced. Legislation would support standards, policies and procedures that clearly set 
out how the local government handles complaints, including provisions for the how, what, who and 

when of matters to be considered. 
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Topic Area 9: Community Engagement and Integrated Planning and Reporting 

Community Engagement 

Local governments often need to make difficult decisions. Matters such as planning, whether to 
invest in a project or the future direction of the local government can often be contentious. 

Currently, local governments are required to engage with the community when creating their 10 
year strategic community plan as part of their Integrated Planning and Reporting (IPR). The 
community must also be consulted on matters such as local laws, differential rates, planning, and 
other matters and aspirations that are relevant to the diverse needs of individuals within a 
community. The current extent of community engagement simply stops at inviting submissions but 
engagement should be more than that. 

We know that engagement works best when there is an ongoing process that enables relationships 
and trust to build over time. Strong community engagement not only strengthens our representative 
democracies but also builds community capacity. 

Community engagement also needs to allow for socially disadvantaged groups within a community 
to engage. Identifying how to best engage diverse communities in a meaningful way is an important 
step in community engagement. 

Local government decision making should be done in conjunction with the community from the very 
beginning of a project proposal. Establishing effective partnerships between local government and 
the community results in a greater sense of ownership, greater take-up of services and initiatives, 
and better outcomes for all community groups. This reduces the chances of marginalisation while 
encouraging unified community outcomes. 

Other local governments across the globe, for example, can and have engaged their community 
through place management, participatory budgeting, citizens' juries, which have resulted in better 
community outcomes as can be seen in the case study in Brazil. 

It is important to understand the difference between informing the community about what the 
council is proposing, and empowering the community to play an integral role in determining the 
goals, strategies and actions to be undertaken. 

Community engagement charter - opportunities for reform 

Some local governments do community engagement very well but there is currently very little in 
Western Australia to provide guidance or best practice, or consistency across local governments. 
Within any community situation, there are risks involving engagement such as small groups of active 
residents getting disproportionate interest or the potential for engagement becoming a box ticking 
exercise and a resource burden on local governments. 

A charter allows a streamlined opportunity for local governments to communicate clearly when, 
how and on what matters the community will be engaged to mitigate such risks. A charter can help 
councils identify the matters on which to engage, evaluate the resources needed and provide 
guidance on the best methods to engage on a particular issue. 

To achieve a cohesive framework, the charter should cover the following: 

• Set engagement requirements 
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• Set principles that can deliver performance outcomes to ensure that engagement must be 
genuine, inclusive and respectful, fit for purpose, informed and transparent and processes 
must be reviewed and improved 

• Set methods to measure performance 

A charter can be adapted to suit the local government and its community but have a set of minimum 

requirements to achieve effectiveness. 

Note that the City of Bunbury has in place a Communications and Engagement Strategy. 

Social media - opportunities for reform 

As social media continues to advance, platforms such as Twitter, Facebook and lnstagram are being 
used by local governments as a tool to strengthen commun ity engagement. While social media is 
being embraced by the sector, concerns have been expressed at the negative and undisciplined way 
it is being used. This was especially evident during the 2017 local government election. 

Unfortunately, social media has also given rise to "keyboard warriors" who have launched attacks 
against council members and local government employees. Other than pursuing defamation, there is 
no specific legislation that addresses this issue. 

An option for reform is to introduce a legislative requirement that local governments must adopt a 
social media policy. The policy would not only address the use of social media by council members 
and staff, but also the appropriate use of social media in community engagement. 

This policy would be supported by the Mandatory Code of Conduct that will apply to council 
members and candidates that is being introduced as part of earlier consultation of the Local 

Government Act review. 

Integrated Planning and Reporting 

IPR is a legislative requirement under the Local Government Act 1995 and requires at a minimum 
that a local government produces a strategic community plan and a corporate business plan. 

IPR enables community members and stakeholders to participate in shaping the future of their 
community and in identifying issues and solutions. IPR is a process designed to articulate the 
community's vision, outcomes and priorities; allocate resources to achieve the vision, striking a 
considered balance between aspirations and affordability; and monitor and report progress. 

Integrated Planning and Reporting - what are the opportunities for reform 

IPR provides a structure for local government to report their progress on meeting strategic and 
community objectives. There is no formal performance reporting mechanism for local government in 
Western Australia, besides their annual report. 

It is currently open to local governments to design their own means of reporting progress and 
outcomes to the community. There are good examples in the sector, including video reports, user
friendly newspaper inserts and displays at the local market. However, in other local governments the 
monitoring and reporting in respect to IPR could be improved. 

Measuring consistent benchmarks across all local government has significant benefits. It enables 
identification of the success or failure of policies and programs, or where greater investment may be 
required. It further provides a means to increase local government accountability and performance 
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to the community and tools for the community and council to make evidence-based decisions when 
assessing performance. 

City of Sunbury Position - Community Engagement and Integrated Planning 

As there is currently very little guidance in Western Austra lian local government as to best practice 
in community engagement, nor is there consistency in approach across loca l governments, t he City 
of Bunbury supports legislative change that would resu lt in a requirement for local government to 
develop a community engagement charter or similar, as well as the possible standardisation of such 
requirements across the sector. A standardised charter could be adapted to suit the local 
government and its community, but at least have a set of minimum requirements to achieve 

effectiveness. 

The City also supports changes to the Integrated Planning and Reporting (IPR) framework that wou ld 
resu lt in meaningful comparison and benchmarking against similar local governments. Local 
government in Victoria current ly utilise a comparator groups' model, that provides performance 
reporting information and quantitative benchmarks that are made publicly accessible, and a similar 
model could be introduced int o Western Australia. 

As the City of Bun bury strives to become the Most Accessible Regional City in Australia {MARCIA), we 
would also welcome additions to the IPR framework that would require reporting against disability 
access and inclusion initiatives, and specifically the implementation of a local government's Disability 

Access and Inclusion Plan. 
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